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1. Introduction

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is one of the most reliable procedures that can provide short-term high clinical success rates and long-term durable outcome. The surgery has been developed for more than 40 years and most of the clinical practices are standardized for the patient care. In the past, THA had been done by making a wound about 25 cm in length. Many surgeons believed that big wounds should be the standard approach for THA because the surgery is a big surgery and could only be reliably done with big wounds. In recent 10 years, this concept of “big surgery-big wound” has been challenged in many fields of surgery. Taking the arthroscopic ligament reconstruction surgery or laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgery as the examples, many surgical procedures can now be safely and adequately performed by the minimally invasive (MIS) approaches. Although impossibly be done by an arthroscopy, the surgical approaches for THA have been adopting the concept of MIS and modified by many surgeons. However, the definition of a MIS-THA is not as straightforward as the words meanings. Based on the incision length, it is generally agreed upon that an incision less than 10 cm can be defined as MIS-THA. However the MIS can also be interpreted as less soft tissue trauma or less bone tissue trauma when doing the THA. The incision wound length then is not necessarily equal to the extent of tissue injury during the procedure. To date, the MIS-THA can be divided into two categories. One decreases the wound and muscle cutting and emphasizes the tissue repair through either a lateral or a posterior route. [1-4] The other spares muscle sectioning during the procedure through one [5,6], two [1,7-11], or multiple [12] incisions. The abridged incision methods minimize the incision length and can be extensible if difficulties are encountered during THA. The muscle sparing methods use tissue intervals for surgery but could be difficult if complications happened intraoperatively. In the literature, the complication rates are significantly higher in inexperienced, low-volume surgeons in the “learning curve” period for the muscle sparing techniques. [13] THA, however, is a reliable procedure and its clinical results should not be compromised by the surgical approaches. For those surgeons who start to learn the procedure, standard surgical approach with bigger wounds is strongly recommended. In the learning curve period of the MIS-THA, the incision should start from a standard length and then gradually reduces its size as the experiences accumulated. To master the MIS-THA surgical techniques, surgeons also need to familiar with the anatomy and different surgical approaches for THA. [14]
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2. Surgical approaches for total hip arthroplasty

For the surgical approaches, THA can be done by different routes. Each approach has its potential advantages and limitations. Followings are the commonly used approaches for THA.

2.1 The transtrochanteric approach
The transtrochanteric approach osteotomizes the greater trochanter and retracts it along with the gluteal medius and minimus anteriorly to facilitate exposure. It is nowadays seldom performed on primary cases and is performed selectively on revision cases, secondary reconstruction after hip fractures, and for distal transfer of the greater trochanter. The transtrochanteric approach is originally done at the level between the insertion of hip abductors and the origin of the vastus lateralis. It is however associated with complications such as nonunion or proximal migration of the greater trochanter that often result in weakness of the abductors with marked limping gait or even instability of the THA. To avoid proximal migration of the greater trochanter and enhance the union rates, both the insertion of gluteal muscles and the origin of the vastus lateralis can be preserved on the greater trochanter as a whole construct and be slide anteriorly during the procedure. The trochanteric slide or flip approach prevents untoward proximal migration of the greater trochanter and enhances the fixation stability of the trochanter. [15] The trochanteric slide technique can be further modified by extending the osteotomy to the lateral cortex of the proximal femur to facilitate implant or cement removal in complex cases. [16]

2.2 The transgluteal approach (direct lateral)
The transgluteal approach splits the gluteal medius along its muscle fibers and cut about one third or half of the gluteal medius from its musculotendinous insertion on the trochanter. (Figure 1) The muscle is retracted ventrally and the underlying gluteal minimus

Fig. 1. The direct lateral approach detaches 1/3 of the gluteal medius from the greater trochanter to facilitate anterior dislocation of the hip joint.
and the joint capsule are then incised in a T-manner to facilitate anterior dislocation of the hip. In standard lateral approach of Hardinge [17], part of the vastus muscle can be incised to help the exposure. In modified method, the origins of the vastus muscle can be spared to decrease the tissue trauma. Possible risks of the approach involve an injury to the muscular branches of the superior gluteal nerve or direct injury to the muscle fibers by compression or retraction during surgery. This will result in damage to the gluteal muscles or muscular insufficiency and is associated with higher chance of Trendelenburg sign (Figure 2) postoperatively. [18]

Fig. 2. The patient with abductors weakness. (A) When standing on the sound leg, the pelvis can be kept level and will not drop. (B) When standing on the affected leg, patient will compensatory list to the affected side to avoid pelvis dropping. (Duchenne sign)

2.3 The posterolateral approach

The posterolateral approach is probably the most popular surgical approach for THA for many orthopedic surgeons. Skin incision is made along the posterior border of the proximal femur centered on the top of the greater trochanter. The muscle part of the gluteal maximus is split along its fibers. The short external rotators and the posterior joint capsule are detached from the posterior border of the femur. The hip is dislocated posteriorly by internally rotation, flexion, and adduction. Cares should be taken to identify and protect the sciatic nerve during the procedure. After the THA, a secure and tight repair of the posterior capsule should be performed to decrease the dislocation rates. [3,4]
2.4 The anterolateral approach
Between the anatomical interval of the gluteal medius and tensor fascia latae superficially, the so-called Watson-Jones interval, the anterior hip joint capsule can be exposed by retracting the rectus femoris medially and the gluteal muscles laterally. During the exposure of the anterior femoral neck, the assistant can gradually rotate the leg in externally rotated position. Usually the neck should be cut in place because the complete anterior dislocation of the hip is difficult. The acetabulum is exposed by placing two retractors, one on the front to protect the rectus femoris and one on the back to push the femur posteriorly. The femur is exposed by placing the limb in hyperextension, adduction, and 90° external rotation. One retractor is placed behind the greater trochanter to protect the gluteus medius. One retractor is placed below the proximal medial neck to leverage the proximal femur for canal preparation. Because only the fascia layers were split without detaching muscles from the hip, special retractors are often needed to facilitate exposure and dislocation of the hip.

2.5 The anterior approach
The direct anterior approach is usually performed with the patient in the supine position. Dissection is in the Smith-Peterson interval between the fascia of the Sartorius muscle and the fascia of the tensor fascia lata muscle. The skin incision begins from a point distal to the anterior superior iliac spine and extends obliquely in the direction of the tensor fascia lata. By blunt dissection, the Sartorius muscle can be retracted medially and the muscle belly of the fascia lata can be retracted laterally. At this point, the underlying fascia between the rectus femoris and the inferior fascia layer of the tensor fascia lata can be exposed. In this layer, the ascending branches of the lateral femoral circumflex vessels can be identified and ligated. A Cobra retractor is put around the anterior inferior femoral neck above the capsule to elevate the reflected head of rectus femoris. Another Hohmann retractor is put around the posterior femoral neck and the posterior acetabulum to retract the gluteal muscles behind. Sometimes part of the reflected head of the rectus femoris need to be released to help the exposure. The anterior hip capsule can then be incised or excised. The retractors can then be put intra-articularly while cutting the femoral neck. For the acetabular preparation, visualization of the bony landmarks can be done by putting a Hohmann retractor under the posterior rim of acetabulum to push the proximal femur posteriorly and by another retractor on the medial wall of the acetabulum above the pubic bone. For femoral preparation, the leg needs to be positioned in hyperextension, adduction and external rotation. The posterior medial capsule along with the short external rotator muscles are released in a stepwise manner. The leg is put in the “figure of 4” position and a blunt Cobra retractor can be put behind the greater trochanter to gradually elevate the proximal femur.

2.6 The combined approach
By combining the above surgical routes, THA can also be done by the double incision methods or the triple incision method. The double incision method is a modified method of the direct anterior approach by Berger and Mears. Patient is put in the supine position and the hip joint is approached via the Smith-Peterson interval. The anterior skin incision is made along the long axis of the femoral neck. The fascia and muscle over the hip joint are split without cutting into their attachment. Two Hohmann retractors, one medial and one lateral to the femoral neck, are used to retract the gluteal medius laterally and the rectus femoris medially. The femoral neck needs to be cut in situ because dislocation of the hip joint is almost impossible by such a limited dissection. Usually the
femoral neck needs to be doubly cut at the head-neck junction and at the standard neck cut level. After removing the bone block of the femoral neck, a space is created for the ease of femoral head retrieval. The acetabulum is prepared as the standard direct anterior approach. Another incision is made posterior to the greater trochanter. The fascia and muscles of the gluteal maximus are split in line with its muscle fibers. Similar to the technique of femoral intramedullary nailing, the femoral canal is prepared by sequential enlargement with reamers. Under the fluoroscopic guidance, both the acetabular and the femoral component can be implanted in predetermined position.

We and others have modified the two-incision technique by putting the patient in the lateral decubitus position [9-11]. The anterior skin incision is made perpendicular to the long axis of the femoral neck about 3 to 4 finger-breadth distal to the ilioinguinal line. (Figure 3) The hip joint is approached through the Smith-Peterson interval. Double neck cutting to the hip joint is also needed. While the anterior skin incision is made along the intertrochanteric line, the greater trochanter and the proximal femur can be visualized more easily by gentle retraction of the gluteus medius and tensor fascia lata. By this modification, the process of femoral canal preparation can be safely done under direct vision without the help of the fluoroscopic monitoring. [9-11,19]

Fig. 3. Skin incision of the modified two-incision method.

The triple incision method is similar to the double incision method. It can be done with the patient in the supine or in the lateral decubitus position. Basically the incisions for the
acetabulum and the femur exposure are not different from the original 2-incision method and the tissue intervals used for surgery are the same. The third incision is only needed in some heavy muscular or obese cases whereas the appropriate handling of the surgical instruments to the desirable position cannot be done. [12]

2.7 The omega approach
The approach is a lateral approach to the hip joint with the patient in the supine or lateral position. [20] Skin incision is centered over the greater trochanter. The fascia lata and gluteus maximus are split in the line of the skin incision. An aponeurotic flap including the gluteus medius and the vastus lateralis is elevated subperiosteally. The dissection starts proximally in the plane between the tendons of gluteus medius and piriformis. The attachments of gluteus medius and gluteus minimus from the greater trochanter are mobilized by sharp dissection. The dissection continues distally to involve the anterior border of the vastus lateralis as a single continuous strip of tissue. The shape of the incision resembles the Greek letter omega. Care should be taken to create the “osteoaponeurotic” flap as a whole construct. The entire muscle flap of gluteus medius, minimus, and vastus lateralis is mobilized off the anterior capsule of the hip. The hip capsule is incised in a T-shape manner. Subsequent repair of the osteoaponeurotic flap can be augmented by interrupted non-absorbable sutures by passing the sutures through holes drilled in the bone.

2.8 Patient positioning and special operation table
MIS-THA can be done with the patient in the supine or lateral position depending on the surgeon’s preference. As a general rule, if the THA is performed from the anterior route, a supine position will be more intuitive. If the THA is performed from the lateral or posterolateral route, a lateral position should be easier for the surgeon. The patient positioning is important in performing the THA because the implant positions are often determined intraoperatively with the reference to the patient’s position, bony anatomy, and the environmental setting. In MIS-THA, it is even more important because the bony anatomy and landmarks are sometimes less visualized. The proper patient positioning is also necessary during the THA because the operated leg needs to be manipulated in different directions and positions to facilitate hip dislocation, bone preparation, and check for the leg length equality.

In the supine position, a sandbag or an inflatable pillow can be put beneath the buttock to help the hyperextension of the hip. The foot-piece of the operative table on the operated side can be lowered and the leg can be put in a “figure of 4” position in hyperextension, adduction, and external rotation. The proximal femur then can be more easily accessed from the anterior wound. [21]

In the lateral position, the positions and directions of the operated leg depend on the surgical approaches for the femur preparation. With the posterolateral approach, the leg needs to be adducted, internally rotated, and flexed. With the transgluteal approach or omega approach, the leg needs to be adducted, externally rotated, and flexed. Both the posterolateral and the transgluteal approach can be done on a standard operation table. An operation table with the foot-piece that can be removed or lowered is required for the anterolateral (Watson-Jones) approach because during the femur preparation the leg needs to be adducted, externally rotated, and hyper-extended. (Figure 4) If the operation table is not available, the patient needs to be put toward the side of the table to facilitate the hip extension position.
Matta et al. has described a unique method of THA using direct anterior approach to the hip. [22] The patient is put on a fracture table that the leg can be pulled by traction in extension and external rotation position. Fluoroscopy can be used during the procedure to control the leg length. However the technique needs a well organized surgical team to adjust the traction and fluoroscopy. Some rare complications such as the ankle fracture or calcaneal fracture have been reported.

2.9 MIS-THA
For many years, THA through a reduced wound has been performed in patients on a selective base by many surgeons. However in the past decade, the issue about MIS-THA has provoked great attention and controversy among the society and the publicity. The two-incision technique was publicized by Berger et al. in the Rush-Presbyterian University Hospital. [7,8] In the following years, many studies including prospective randomized trial, large cohort study, case control study, clinical series, and expert opinions about a variety of MIS-THA are reported. As described previously, the MIS-THA can be divided into two categories. The first is the abridged incision MIS-THA and the second is the muscle-sparing MIS-THA.

2.10 Abridged incision MIS-THA
Because the major difference between the abridged incision techniques and the conventional techniques is the length of incision, the abridged incision techniques are now more popular
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and acceptable to the orthopaedic surgeons than the muscle-sparing techniques. The abridged incision techniques basically are the modification of the conventional approaches by reducing the skin incision and creating a mobile window for surgical field visualization. Special instruments are designed for the ease of surgery (Figure 5). For the transgluteal approach to the hip joint, about one third to one half of the musculotendinous portion of gluteus medius and minimus are detached from the greater trochanter to facilitate anterior dislocation of the hip joint. Care should be taken not to damage the superior gluteal nerve by overstretching the muscle fibers. For the posterolateral MIS approach to the hip joint, the piriformis tendon or part of the quadratus femoris tendon can be preserved. The hip is dislocated posteriorly by internal rotation, adduction, and flexion. Emphasis has also been on the secure repair of the posterior capsule and the short external rotators after prosthesis implantation. By this modification, this approach proves to be a reliable and safe procedure and the dislocation rates are significantly decreased. [3,4]

Fig. 5. Dog-legged instruments can be used to avoid skin and soft tissue impingement during MIS surgery.

2.11 Muscle-sparing MIS-THA

The muscle-sparing MIS-THA uses tissue intervals and avoids muscle sectioning for prosthesis implantation. Single-incision or multi-incision muscle-sparing MIS techniques have been described in the literatures. The single-incision techniques include the anterolateral (modified Watson-Jones) approach [5] and the direct anterior approach (Smith-
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Peterson) [6,21,22]. The multiple-incision techniques include the two-incision approach [7-11] or the three-incision approach [12]. Although the muscle sparing MIS-THA techniques are also the modification of the classic anterior or anterolateral approach to the hip joint, these techniques are greatly different from the classic ones in terms of the skin incision and tissue dissection. Because the muscles around the hip joint are not cut or detached, dislocation of the hip for the ease of surgical exposure is difficult. Usually a double cut to the femoral neck is needed with one cut over the head-neck junction and the other cut at the desired position above the lesser trochanter.

In MIS direct anterior approach, both acetabular cup and femoral stem can be implanted in a single incision with the patients in the supine position. The single-incision techniques use the Smith-Peterson interval and can be facilitated by using a fracture table or by lowering the leg to hyperextend the hips. [6,21,22]

In the multi-incision techniques, the acetabular cup and femoral stem are separately implanted through different incisions depending on the musculatures and sizes of the patients. Patients can also be placed in supine or lateral position. Intraoperative fluoroscopy is usually advised because direct visualization of the femur during stem implantation is difficult. Under the fluoroscopic guidance, the procedure is very similar to the closed femoral intramedullary nailing technique. [7,8] However by modifying the direction of the skin incisions and position of the patients, the procedure could be done without intraoperative fluoroscopy because direct visualization of the proximal femur is possible. [1,9,10]

The muscle-sparing techniques are less popular than the abridged incision or the conventional techniques. The techniques are challenging and need a steeper learning curve because the surgical anatomy and surgical landmarks are less apprehensible among most surgeons and their surgical team members as well. Special instruments, operation table, or additional training are highly demanded to facilitate and to safe-guard the procedures.

2.12 Clinical results of the MIS-THA

The increasing popularity of MIS-THA has led to some debates regarding to the safety and clinical results for the “new technologies”. Although a decade has been passed, the follow-up length is still inadequate and good quality randomized control studies are not enough to make a conclusion.

For the evaluation of abridged incision posterior approach, Ogonda had performed a randomized control trial by comparing the standard approach with the MIS-THA approach among different groups of surgeons. Ogonda et al. found the MIS-THA using mini-posterior approach was safe and reliable but provided no extra-benefit as compared to the standard posterior approach in terms of the functional outcomes and the ambulatory ability. [23,24] Kim reported on 60 simultaneous bilateral THA in 30 patients, with each patients serving as his or her own control. [25] The only difference between the MIS-THA and the standard THA was less blood loss in the MIS group. Dorr et al. had combined the imageless navigation system with the mini-posterior MIS-THA technique. They found the MIS-THA using the mini-posterior approach had shortened hospital stays, earlier mobility, less pain, and higher satisfaction in the early postoperative period. [3] The higher satisfaction among the patients with the MIS-THA is associated with the successful implementation of patient education and rehabilitation program. In the high motivated patients, the psychologic expectation and the physical recovery are more realistic. [26]
The muscle-sparing approaches include the direct anterior, the two-, or the three-incision techniques. Theoretically the muscle sparing techniques should have more rapid functional recovery because the muscles around the hip joint are not violated. As a matter of fact, the muscle sparing techniques are more difficult than the conventional or the abridged incision techniques. Pagnano et al. reported that the muscle-sparing two-incision technique had modest outcomes and substantial complications. [27] By using cadaver studies, they also found evidences of more muscles damage with the two-incision technique than the mini-posterior technique. [28] Others had reported some unusual catastrophic complications and heterotopic ossification by using the muscle-sparing technique. [29,30] As a contrast, high satisfaction and rapid recovery were consistently found in patients treated by experienced surgeons. [7,8,31] Duwelius et al. had compared the two-incision technique with the posterior MIS technique by using historical match-pair control cases and found that the mini-posterior technique had less blood loss and shorter operation time and the two-incision technique had better functional recovery and shorter hospital stays. [31] We had modified the two-incision technique by setting the patient in the lateral position and changed the orientation of the skin incision to facilitate the surgical exposure of the proximal femur. When compared with the standard transgluteal approach, the modified two-incision technique was proven to be safe and had comparable hospital courses and operative results. [1] Using dynamometer to check the muscular torques preoperatively and postoperatively, it was reported that the muscular recovery of the hip flexors were earlier in the postoperative period than the hip extensors by using the modified two-incision technique. [10]

The single-incision muscle-sparing MIS-THA are less reported in the literature except those from the technique developers. [5,6,21,22] LaFosse et al. had compared the anterolateral mini-invasive technique with the posterior mini-invasive approach and reported that both techniques had comparable surgical results and similar implant positioning. [32] Hu et al. had performed a prospective study on 20 patients who had two-incision THA on one hip and modified Watson-Jones THA on the other. [33] It was noted that in the early postoperative period, more patients would prefer the two-incision side to the modified Watson-Jones side. Taking the similarity of the two muscle-sparing techniques in regards to the anterior approach to the hip joint, it was postulated that the manipulation of the leg into hyperextension, external rotation, and adduction in the modified Watson-Jones technique could be the potential reason for the differences in patient’s preference. We had used the modified Watson-Jones MIS-THA in more than 400 cases and had perceived similar clinical outcomes as compared with other MIS techniques. However it is usually recommended that special surgical tools, operation table, and a coordinated surgical team are the keys to success. [5,32,33]

2.13 Navigation & MIS-THA
By decreasing the surgical wound, it is difficult to visualize the surgical field in the MIS-THA. This surgical exposure is even more limited for the muscle-sparing MIS techniques. Without the help of the visualization of the surgical landmarks during operation, the operation becomes a blind method and is highly dependent on the surgeon’s experiences and skillfulness. To safeguard the surgical results and to overcome the difficulty, fluoroscopy is used during the operation to provide real-time image for the verification of the implant positioning. [7,8,13,14] Fluoroscopy can also be combined with the navigation system to verify the size and position of the implants intraoperatively. By implementing the
computer tomography-based or imageless navigation system with the MIS techniques, the positioning of the acetabular component could be improved by reducing the outliers with more consistent results. [3,34-36] We had adopted an imageless navigation system to the modified two-incision MIS-THA and compared the results with the use of intraoperative fluoroscopy. It was found the imageless navigation system could be a reliable tool for the cup placement as compared to intraoperative fluoroscopy. [9] However the navigation technology for the femoral component implantation is still unsatisfactory. So the navigation system cannot substitute the fluoroscopy for the original combined incision muscle-sparing MIS-THA. As described above, we had modified the two-incision technique by changing the incision direction and the patient positioning. [1,9,10] Similar to the technique described by Irving, the modified technique of two-incision THA can be safely done without the use of fluoroscopy or navigation system. [11] It is noteworthy to emphasize that the use of intraoperative fluoroscopy is not a guarantee to the safety of operation. A hairline fracture which may occur during press-fit of the implant cannot be detected by a fluoroscopy. [19] Such fracture can only be recognized by direct visualization. To overcome this difficulty, a fully porous coated stem is recommended for the muscle-sparing MIS techniques. [7,8,13,14]

2.14 Safety and complications of MIS-THA

It is assumed that the complication rates of the MIS-THA would not be lower than the conventional THA and it could be even higher if they were done by inexperienced hands especially by using the muscle-sparing techniques. The enthusiasm for the MIS-THA has declined recently because some complications have alarmed surgeons to practice more cautiously with the new MIS techniques. [13,27,29,30] The MIS-THAs, especially the multi-incision muscle-sparing techniques, are considered as unsafe with no proven benefits in clinical recovery or muscle damages. [27,28] The complications associated with the two-incision technique included higher incidence of proximal femoral fractures (2.8%) and partial, temporary injuries to the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve in the so called “learning curve”. [13] However these reported complications are still not enough to conclude the MIS-THAs, muscle-sparing techniques in particular, are unsafe and associated with more complications. In the literature, the complication rates in conventional posterior or posterior mini-THA were not different with equal rates of infection, dislocation, or peroneal nerve palsy. [3,25,37,38] Ogonda et al. performed a prospectively randomized study on 219 hips by assigning them to conventional posterior or mini-posterior group. [23] The conventional group had 2 mortalities and 1 deep venous thrombosis while the mini-posterior group had 1 infection and 1 dislocation. No mortality were found in the mini-posterior group. In another study comparing conventional and mini-posterior groups, there were even higher complication rates in the conventional group. [39] By reviewing a limited number of patients retrospectively, there were higher rates of complications in the two-incision group as compared with the posterior approach group. [27,31] The two-incision group had higher complication rates (14% versus 5%) that included 4 calcar fractures, 1 dislocation, and 2 femoral nerve palsies in the 80 two-incision cases and 4 calcar fractures and 2 dislocations in the 120 posterior cases. [27] In a study of 134 hips in 125 patients by using a modified two-incision technique, there was neither major complications nor perioperative mortality. [40] Linear fractures of the femoral calcar occurred in 6 hips. Transient paresthesia of the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve was seen in 2 patients.
According to the clinical reports in the literature, the MIS-THA is associated with difficulties in the surgical techniques and should be apprehended by the surgeons to prevent complications.

### 2.15 Coordinating the MIS-THA team
The reasons to use the MIS techniques are to avoid unnecessary tissue destruction, to decrease tissue trauma, to increase patient’s satisfaction, and to improve the clinical outcomes. However, it is not enough to fulfill the goals for the early recovery by the improvement in the surgical technique alone. The surgical team, the nursing team, the physical therapy team, and the anesthesia team need to be coordinated. The multidisciplinary implementation of clinical pathway, more efficient physical therapy protocols, better anesthesia, effective postoperative pain management, and education programs are equally important as the improvement in the surgical techniques. In the author’s institute, the average hospital stay after a THA is about 4 days. When the length of stay shortens, all treatments need to be accelerated without compromising the contents and qualities of medical care. In an interesting study, patients’ satisfactions for a MIS-THA were highly related to the psychologic reasons. [26] Those patients who share the decision-making processes before choosing the MIS-THA will more likely take responsibility for their outcomes and cope with the treatment team.

For the improvement in the surgical techniques, it is recommended that the surgeon, the assistants, and the nursing staffs should take a training course before start. Because the adoption of a new technology needs a process of learning curve, it is also recommended that the inexperienced surgeons should work with a supervisor for about 20 cases to familiar with all the procedures. The assistants should know their roles and the steps of surgery to streamline the surgical procedures. For the MIS approach, the visualization of the surgical field is difficult for the operating surgeon. It is sometimes impossible for the assistants to see the surgical field. If the assistants can not apprehend their roles and try enthusiastically to see every anatomic detail, the difficulty for the surgeon is increased. The surgical team should use the concept of “mobile window” by moving the retractors back and forth to check the surgical anatomy one at a time. As the treatment team becomes more organized, it is more efficient to provide better quality of care and meet the interest of better patients’ satisfaction.

### 3. Conclusion
Although the risks and benefits of MIS-THA are still inconclusive in the literature, nowadays almost all surgeons claim that they adopt some forms of MIS approach into their practice and patient care. [41-47] The reasons include the pressure from the peer groups, the patients' needs, the research and academic interests, the industrial promotion, and the surgeons' self-expectation. Information for the MIS-THA on the internet and other sources impose the MIS-THA as a metaphor of high-tech, quick-recovery, full-function, and better-satisfaction. As the conventional THA has been developed for more than 50 years and has been one of the most reliable and safe procedure in medicine, we should cautiously adopt the MIS techniques into our practice without any compromising to the gold standards of a successful THA. The fixation, the implant position, the alignment, the choice of the bearing surface, and the recreation of the normal biomechanics are the fundamental parts for long term success. The abridged incision techniques can have smaller wounds but the surgeon
should not limit the incision length because most the studies indicated there were no difference in the surgical results and the clinical outcomes. For the muscle-sparing techniques, the complications are sometimes catastrophic and unacceptable in inexperienced hands in the learning curve period. The surgeons should take a cautious start by joining expert teams or taking training courses. In conclusion, the concept of MIS-THA has changed the perspectives of patient care in the hip surgery. Increasing awareness of the patients has changed the pattern of orthopedic practice. Orthopedic surgeons should take the full responsibility and master their most familiar and comfortable technique of THA. They should also adopt the MIS-THA into their practice, in the best interests of the patients, to provide long-lasting clinical outcomes and minimize trauma to the patients.
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The purpose of this book is to offer an exhaustive overview of the recent insights into the state-of-the-art in most performed arthroplasties of large joints of lower extremities. The treatment options in degenerative joint disease have evolved very quickly. Many surgical procedures are quite different today than they were only five years ago. In an effort to be comprehensive, this book addresses hip arthroplasty with special emphasis on evolving minimally invasive surgical techniques. Some challenging topics in hip arthroplasty are covered in an additional section. Particular attention is given to different designs of knee endoprostheses and soft tissue balance. Special situations in knee arthroplasty are covered in a special section. Recent advances in computer technology created the possibility for the routine use of navigation in knee arthroplasty and this remarkable success is covered in depth as well. Each chapter includes current philosophies, techniques, and an extensive review of the literature.
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